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The purpose of this study is to investigate analytically 
the deformations of simply supported thin elastic cruciform 
plates under uniform loading. An experiment is performed for the 
confirmation of the analytical results. 
The cruciform plate is considered to be a linear combination 
of five continuous rectangular regions, one in the center sur-
rounded by the other four. The middle rectangular region is 
simply supported at its four corners with the four edges elastically 
connected to the four outside regions. The equation of the 
deformed surface is assumed to be in a series form which satisfies 
the natural boundary conditions and the Principle of Minimum 
Potential Energy.* 
The four outside regions are each simply supported along 
their three outer edges with the remaining edge connected elastically 
to an edge of the middle region. For these regions, Levy's type** 
of solution, written in.series form, is used. To solve for the 
unknown coefficients of the four resultant equations, the collocation 
method is used to match the deflections and slopes at a number of 
points along the common boundaries of the middle region and the 
outer four regions. After the coefficients of the. equations of 
deformation have been determined, the deflections of the cruciform 
plate are found. A numerical example is given in which the series-form 
* See Reference 1, page 342. 
** See Reference 1, page 113. 
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equations of deformation take only a finite number of terms. The 
purpose of the. example is not only to show the procedure used in 
solving for the unknown coefficients of the equations of deformation, 
but also to indicate that a finite number of terms of the series will 
yield satisfactory results. 
Experimental results are obtained for comparison with the 
analytical results. The steel plate, used for the experimental 
test, is simply supported along its edges and is uniformly loaded, 
The deflections of certain points of the steel plate are measured 
with dial gauges. Agreement between the experimental and 
theoretical results is satisfactory. 
In this study only the case of simply supported plates with 
uniform loading is considered. However, the method may be extended 
to cases of arbitrary loading conditions and other kinds of boundary 
conditions, as long as the four inner corners of the cruciform 




In this study uniformly loaded cruciform plates with simply sup-
ported edges are investigated. 
The problem of rectangular plates, simply supported at their 
corners, has been treated extensively by R. W. Hradek (2), S.L. Lee 
and P. Ballesteros (3), J.T. Oden (4) and many others. A natural 
extension of this problem is the analysis of cruciform plates, simply 
supported along their edges. The cruciform plates are considered as a 
linear combination of five continuous rectangular regions with the cen-
tral region simply supported at its four corners and elastically sup-
ported along the four edges. Cruciform plates constitute the basis 
for variety of plate configuration, for example, in roofing or founda-
tion slabs. 
Since this problem has had very little theoretical treatment, it 
is the main purpose of this study to derive the basic equations of 
deformations of cruciform plates, uniformly loaded and simply supported 
along the edges. The derivations were based on thin plate theory and 
the final equations were then written in series form (Chapter II). 
Numerical examples are presented in Chapter III. For simpli-
city, only the symmetrical cruciform plate under uniform loading and 
Numbers in brackets indicate references in the Bibliography. 
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with simple supports along the edges is considered. The series-form 
equations for the deformations of the plate (See Chapter II) are applied 
in these examples. Since the series are convergent, it is sufficient 
to take only a finite number of terms of the series to obtain an approxi-
mate solution. A large number of simultaneous linear algebraic equa-
tions is involved in the determination of the coefficients of the series-
form equations. These algebraic equations are solved on a digital com-
puter. From the coefficients of these series-form equations, the deflec-
tions of the cruciform plate are obtained. The deflections at certain 
points of the plate are calculated at the end of Chapter III. 
Chapter IV describes the tests made on a uniformly loaded thin 
homogeneous steel plate. The steel plate is simply supported along the 
eges, and the deflections of the plate at certain points are measured 
with dial gauges. The comparison of the theoretical and experimental 
results is also presented in this chapter. 
3 
CHAPTER II 
DERIVATION OF BASIC EQUATIONS 
OF DEFORMATION OF CRUCIFORM PLATES 
The equations governing the deflections of a simply supported 
cruciform elastic plate under uniform loading are now derived. The 
plate is divided into five continuous rectangular regions as shown in 
Fig. 1, such that regions 1,2,3 and 4 are simply supported along their 
outer edges with their inner edges elasticaliy supported. Region 5 
is simply supoorted only at its four corners, the other parts of its 
boundary are elasticaliy connected with regions 1,2,3 and 4. 
The complete analysis consists of the following parts: 
Part 1: Consider region 1 (see Fig. 2) as a typical region, represen-
tative of regions 2,3 and 4. The equation of deflection for this region 
is obtained by Levy's method. 
Part 2: Consider the center region (region 5). It is uniformly loaded 
rectangular plate simply supported at its four corners and elasticaliy 
supported along the edges (see Fig. 3). The "Strain Energy Method" is 
applied to determine the equation of deflection for this region. 
4 
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Note: s.s. implies simply supported. 
Figure 2. Coordinates and Boundary Conditions 




Figure 3. Coordinates and Boundary Conditions 
for Region 5. 
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Part 1. Solution of the equation of deflection for region 1, by Levy's 
Method: 
The governing differential equation for the deflection in this 
case is 
^+2^^+^f = S ' (1) 
3x ax
23y2 2y4 D 
where 
q: Intensity of uniform loading, 
Eh 3 
D ~ 12(1^2) ' 
h: The thickness of the plate, 
V: Poisson's ratio, 
w: Deflection of the plate in the direction perpendicular to 
xy plane. 
The boundary conditions are 
w-0 and M^rO, along x sz 1+s, 
w-0 and M^O, along y-d and y«B-d. 
At x=l, the deflections and the slopes of region 1 should equal the 
deflections and the slopes of region 5. 
Assume the solution of equation (1) to be of the form 
Wi — w, 4- w •, 1 ' A B 
and take the particular solution 
WA * 2?5(y4 • 6 d V + 3d4) 
8 
where w. represents the deflection of a uniformly loaded, strip parallel 
to the y-axis. WA satisfies equation (1) and the natural boundary con-
ditions at the edges, i.e., 
w, 0 and M = 0, along y= jtd. 'A y 
Expansion of WA into a Fourier series gives: 
oo 
WA - ^ 
D 
m = l - 3 , 5 . . . 
£+"<& "f^ cos b m l y ; (2) 
where 
b , = SL? m l 2d 
R, therefore, has to satisfy the homogeneous equation 
S^ ̂  l Wir by4 (3) 
and must be chosen in such a manner as to make w-. satisfy all the boun-
dary conditions of the plate. 
Assume that wD has the form 
D 
/ , 3̂ 1 cos bmly, m=l,3,5, 
m^l 
Substitution of wg into equation (3) yields 
IV 
m=d 
<*n.l -2bmlXml+ bml ^ P c o s bmiy » ° 
This equation can be satisfied for all values of y only if the function 
9 
X , satisfies the equation 
Xml * 2 bml Xml "*"
 bml Xml — 0 
The general integral of this equation can be taken in the form 
.-,4 
X -i z=z 16 -3^- (A-i cosh b -, x + B . b n xsinh b .x "il — D ml ml ml ml 
+ C -, sinh bml xfD ,b ,xcosh b ,x) Jml ml ^^mlumr ml' 
By application of the boundary condition 
wg = 0 and M = 0 along x =1 + S 
cml anc* Dml c a n b e s°lved for in terms of A and B , 
ml ml 
%!! 
Cml = Bml ^sinh2aml> * **!
 c o t h aml 
D . = ml 






Thus, w becomes 
B 
CO 
w = 16 £^V 
D / 
Btel-3 
A^Ccosh b m l x - coth am l s inh bm lx) 
*ml 








30 + 6 4W ~ iW sin Y J m 1,3,5 
I (x) = coshb , x - cotha sinhb x, 
ml . ml ml ml 
J Ax) 
ml 
= b -.xsi'nhh i x i ml sinhb , x - b -.xcotha 1 coshb , x. 
m l m l • s inh^a " m l m l m l m l 
mi 
K -.(x) - cotha iCoshbm1x - sinhb ^x ml ml mi mi 
L m l ( x ) = bml x c o s h b m l
X 4, ^ml coshb^x-^xcotha^coshb^x 
ml 
w» and Wg become 
oo 
w. 
m =1 • 3 
^m cosbraiy> 
OS 
wc = i6 j a i 
B D mTi.3 
A rI Ax)+ B .J n(x) 
ml ml ml ml 
cos bmly3 
and the equation for the deflection of region 1, w-, = w +w , becomes 
oc 
wl = -3 ^L \ N m l + 16A ,1 ,(x) + 16BmlJ -.(x) vml " ^ m l ' m l 'mlJml c o s bml y> ^ 
where 
l ^ x ^ l + S i and -d^y^d. 
Denote M , the bending moment per unit length acting along the edge 
xl 
11 
x=l p a r a l l e l to the y - a x i s , as 
^ x̂2 Yr~ x=1 
end Vxl, the shearing force per unit length parallel to the y-axi; 
acting along the edge x=a, as 
SL @h 
a:x 5x^ "b y' 
xl ~ I 0 ^Z ?' v -1 
ta-v n x^ >> v^ X -I 
(e: 
Substitution of Wi into equation (5) and (6) yields 
oo 
M*l = ( q ^ ) Z j \ l ~ 16 b ^ (!-,)[ AmlIffil(l)+ BmlJml(l) 
m=l-3 |_ L J 






B ,b3,K - (1) cosb ,y. (6a) ml ml ml ml-7 
Likewise, similar equations for regions 2,3 and 4 can be derived. 
The equations for regions 2,3 and,4 are listed below: 
Region 2: Ranges of x and y are -l£rx£l and -•(d+S2)̂ ?y£-d. 




*m + 16Am2 In2<y) + 16Bm2
 Jm2(y)i COsbm2x> (7) 






m=l • 3 
yVm2 KH&U--0 AtalIta2<-d>+ Bm2J,n2("d) 
32bi2B«2 W " d > > c o s b m 2 x 
The shearing force per unit length (V _.->) acting along the edge ys-d, is 
y £ i 
C O 
V y 2 = ( 3 2 q l » ) 
5-1-3 
Bm2bm2Kml<^> c o s b m 2 x (9) 
m 
Where 
b l n ~ 
ra.2 
HLH 
21 ' m2 
(d+S2)BTt 
2Y 
m = l , 3 , 5 3 
I m 2 ( y ) = c o s h b m 2 y ' c o t h a m 2
 s i n h b m 2 y ' 
%i2 
J 2 ( y ) =
 b r a 2 y s i n h b r j 2 y +" s i n h ^ Z J
 s i r i h b m 2 y " b m 2 y c o t h a r a 2
 c o s h b
f f i 2 y 
Km2(y) ~ c o t h a m 2 c o s h b m 2 y - s i n h b 2 y , 
(9 a) 
L ^ C y ) ~ b m 2 y
c o s h b m 2 y + ':~~72~""" c o s h b m 2
 y " b m 2 y c o t h a m 2 s i l l h b m 2 y ' 
^ IP 2 
Region 3c Ranges of x and y are — -(If8.^)^x^-1 and -d±y±d 
The equation of deflection w~ is 
oo 
w •— iidl > w3 ~ D % & - 3 m 
+ 16Am3 W * * 4- 16B Jm3(x) coabffi3y. (10) 




m=JL - 3 
m m3 
- 16tA (1-v) 
m3 
1 
WmS^1^ ̂ V^J 
32bS3BB3
Im3<-« > cosb ~y. (11) 
The shearing force per unit length (V O acting along the edge 
x= -1, i s 
oo 
V . = (32qd4)/ B-b^K .(-1) cosb y. 









msd, 3 3 
I ~(x) — coshb^ox-cotha -sinhb ~x, m3v ' mJ m3 m3 
am3 
J m 3 ( x ) = b m 3 x s i n h b m 3 x + 0 . h 2 ™
 s i l l h b
m 3
x " b m 3 x c o t h a m 3 c o s h b m 3 x 
o mn cuno 
Km3(x) = cothb oCoshb -x - sinhbmoX ( 1 2 a 
L m 3 ( x ) 
%n3 b w oxcoshb qX 4- —•—•*-—-coshb 0 x - b^ Q xco tha„ 5 os inhb_ox , 
mJ m3 T s i n h 2 a u o m J m i m J m J "^3 
Region 4: Ranges of x and y-•• -l^x^l and -d^y^d. 
The equation of deflection wy. is 
OO 
,4 V 3LL 




The b e n d i n g tnoment pe r u n i t l e n g t h ( M A ) a c t i n g a l o n g t h e edge y=d, i s 
14 
C O 





2, tn m4 - I6b|4(l-v) A ^ J ^ d ) 4 Bm4Jm4(d) 
- 32b2 B ,1 Ad)\ cosh 
m4 m4 m4 m4
} (14) 
The shearing force per unit length (V .) acting along the edge y=d, is 
oo 
V = (32ql4) / B f f i4b34Kin4(d)cosbm4K 






= ™^ % S4J , m=l,3, 
21 
Im4<y) = coshbm4v - cotham4sinhbm4y : 
J
m 4 « = 
bm 4ysinhbm 4y+ ~ $ ~ s inhb^y - b^yco tha^coshb^y , 
K ^ y ) = cothacoshbm4y - •lnhbm4y: (15a) 
am4 
L , (y) = b_/,ycoshb / y + — s coshb ,y - b .ycotha ,sinhb ,y. 
m4
V J , / m4-y mUJ sinh2a f ^k vaU
J m4 m4J 
Part 2. Derivation of the equation of deflection for region 5 by 
the Strain Energy Method: 
Assume the equation of deflection for this region to be of the 
form 
co 
w 5 = Z__ n 
n-1 
Xs 2n ,„v2n 
2 - cfr" •• (V (16) 
which satisfies the boundary conditions 
15 
w5(il,id) — 0, 
dwc 
dx~ (0,0) - 0 
9wtj 
dy~ 
(0,0) = 05 
and 
5w, w5 # 0; 2S ^ 0 
3x 
along x ~ i 1, 
5 * o; *S4o 
dy 
along y = rk 
The properties of equation (16) are: 
(a) The maximum value of yvV is at x=0 and y=0. 
(b) w, is a uniformly convergent series: 




H n ^ i £ 
D *T5^l-3 
Nm+ 1 6 A f f i l
Iml('L>+ 1 6Vm i (
1) (16a) 
and since the right hand side of equation (16a) is known to be a 




H c onve rge s, and 
2H also converges 





H 2 - (f) 2 n - (^)2n — 2 Hn, for all n and every x and y 




H (f)2n - q)2n 
converges uniformly according to the Weierstrass' M-test. 
(c) Wr is continuous and the 2nth partial derivatives of w^ with re 
spect to x and y exist. 
The expression for the total strain energy, denoted by V, of 
the plate is 
V - - D 
2 
x->y 





The total potential energy of the external load, represented by the 
symbol Q, is 




The energy due to moments acting along the edges, denoted as R, is 
R M 
-d 
A dy-pM A ) d x . 
5x x a l J_l y
£ 5y V*<* 
M x . 3 ^ > dy 
Xst-1 
J-i x 4 ay y=i 
'See R e f e r e n c e 1 1 , page 396 . 
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The energy due to shear forces acting along the edges, denoted as 5, is 
S = "I , Vxl wl x-1 ̂  'I Vy2 W2)y--d d x-j Vx3 w3)x^; dy"f n
Vy4 w4)y^< 
J -d J -1 ~ -d J-L 
idx, 
Therefore, the total energy, denoted as P, of region 5 becomes 
p = Vf Q j R 4 S . 
The Principle of Minimum Potential Energy requires that — — 0 
thus, 
9P_ av f.3fi-+ M_4- M_ _ Q> (i-l,2,.....,n.) 
9H,- 9H, m, 9H 
Since Wr converges uniformly, the integrands of the expressions for 
V, Q, R and S are also uniformly convergent and are continuous. There 
fore, the operations of integration and differentiation are inter-
changeable and for fixed i, (i=l,2,...,n.) the partial derivative of 
the total strain energy V with respect to H. become , 









I l a l 
Hn(2n)(2n~l)4) x 
2n 2n-2 1 
-2V 
( 2 n - l ) ( i ) 2 n y 2 n " 2 
i 2n 2n-2 
H n (2n) (2n- l ) ( j )





 2 V n"2ldxdy 
y ~4D / H r l (2n)(2n-l ) (2i) (2i- l ) 
n»l 
n«i 
, 2 2 , 
1 I d 1 
2(n+i)-3 "T7d2" 
(equation concluded on following page) 
18 
+2- u v 2 n ) ( 2 i ) i2n+1 d2n-^ 
n=l 
(17) 
The potential energy due to uniform loading is 
CO 
iifd v 
J - i J - d fin 
2 - (?) - (§)2n ' 1 d 
and 
3H9 
- l e q l d C ^ j ) i — 1 j Z , i , „ , ri < (18) 
The energy due to moments acting along the edges is 
R 
oo 
= -<qd4) L(2n)nnU 
J-dLn-1 m^l 31 ™m '
 l 6 b i l ( 1 - U > ( A t a l W « + 6 m l J m l ( 1 ) 
oo 
•32b4", B , 1 . ( 1 ) 
ml ml m i ' 
£°sbm ly-j~ 4r—J •a l-7 ' m=l * 3 
•32bm3Bm3Im3(-'1)j C O S V L > T 
VN ~ 16b 2 ^(l -v>)(A V r oJ^o(- l )+B V ,J - ( - 1 ) 
m m3 m3 m3v ' mJ m3 
P 
CO 
( q O / | ( 2 n ) H 
-x 
V > J * 
m 
CO 
-16b2 ( l . H ) t A , I , < - 4 ) + B ^ J m 2 ( - d ) ) - 3 2 b 2 B . 1 , ( - d ) l ^ ^ ^ m ^ m * ^ 1 * ^ 2 m 2 m2 mZ m2 m2 ' fet^ u 
l eb^ /C- l -VXA / I , (d}+B , J , ( d> -32b 2 B.. ,.I , ( d ) m4x • v m 4 m4 m4 m4 ' ' m4 ni4 m 4
x COSD ,X 
m<4 













W t - W b i x d - v X A t a i ^ i C D + ^ J ^ C l ) ) 
<b m l d>
s i n b ml d + vN. 
,2 




(b O s i n b ^ l 
m4 
J 
W V - l S b ^ d - V ) ( A r a 4 W
d > Bm4Jm4^d)) 
(19) 
The energy due to shear forces acting along the edges is 
CO 
dl 





L m - l 
+ b ^ 3 K m 3 < - 1 > B m 3 c Q s b m 3 y 
b m 2 K m 2 < - d > B m 2 c o s b m 2 x 
32qd 
1 
b 3 K ( 1 ) B c o s b y 
ml ml ml ml , 
oo 
d y - | /__ H n 




+ bm4Km4<d>Bm4cosbm4x > dx. 
and the partial derivatives of v with respect to H- (i—1,2,..,n.) are 
oo 
-§- = - / 32(qd4) 
3 H i fcl-3 
b ^ C D B ^ C a s i ^ i d - d - 2 1 ^ ) 
+ 
7 ~7' ("X\ 
bm3Km3 ("1>3m3<2sinbm3<i-d"" lxim > 
32(q l 4 ) m=l." 3 
b 2 K (»d)3 (2sinb l - l " ^ H 
m2 m2K J m 2 l m.2 im ;. 
/ . K w . / i ( d ) B ^ / . ( 2 s i n h u , / . l - l m 4 , x m 4 W D m 4 , ^ B J - i l o m 4 k^h 
im ' 
(20) 
where X£m' , X̂  ' , x W and X|ff are given 
J 
20 
X im = feii y c^fcftiT dy» 
J-d 
X. — b J x"1cosb „x dx, 
lm mz/ mi 
Y(3) , f d 2i , . X: = b 0 y cosb 0y dy, lm m3 / m.3J J' 
J -d 
Xim > = bm4| ^21cosbm4x dx. (20a) 
J-l 
Substitution of equations (17), (13), (19) and (20) into 
m± 3% dB±
Tdn± dn± 
results in the following system of linear algebraic equations: 
oo cov 
D 7 ginHn=2ciqld + 2d
2 2_, ( e ^ ) A n l + f < ^ r h y i ) ) 
n= l m=4-3 
ao 






+212 L (e^V+^B^-^). < 2 1 
m=l»3 
where i v a r i e s from 1 t o n . T h u s , t h e s y s t e m of e q u a t i o n s (21) h a s 
8m n unknowns ( H i , H 9 , . . „ . H , A1 . , A , . . . . , A . and B , B s „ „ a 0 B , 
•"• c n 1 J 2 j mJ l.j 2 j mj 
j » l j 2 , 3 , & 4) and n e q u a t i o n s , 
where 
5 i a = r ( 2 n ) ( 2 n - l ) ( 2 i ) ( 2 i - l ) 
1 (l2-4-d2) 
(r. I)-3 (ITS?) V W-)(2i)S^S^,. 
c i " 2 i + l ^ 
t / 1 ^ 8 i ( d b - ) ( l - v ) I , ( 1 ) s i n b _d s ini ml ml ml 
e ^ > = S l U b ^ H l - i O l ^ - d ) s inb m 2 l , 
e)Z'= 8 i ( d b _ , ) ( l - n ) I _ , ( - l ) sinb ,d 
Kw im m j 
A) e i m — 8 i ( l b f f i 4 ) ( l - v ) I m 4 ( d ) s i n b m 4 l 
f*1^ (4d 2 b 2 K 1 ( l ) ) ( 2 s i n b , d - c t
2 i X ^ > ) - 8 i ( d b - ) (1 -V)J 1 ( d ) s i n b ,d-l-2 e ^ 
ml ml ml im ml im mJ im 
ff2) = ( 4 1 2 b 2 2 K m 2 ( - d ) ) ( 2 s i n b m 2 l - l
2 i X ^ ) ) ^ 8 i ( l b m 2 ) ( l » v ) J m 2 ( - - d ) s i n b m 2 l + - 2 e^ 
f ^ = ( 4 d 2 b 2 . K ^ ( - l ) ) ( 2 s i n f c m * d ^ 3m3^n3' 5 m3 a - u A£m m3' »m3' mJ ' im 
f Cf = • (41 2 b | 4 K m 4 (d ) ) ( 2 s i n b m 4 l - l
2 i X ^ > ) - 8 i ( l b m 4 ) (1-v) J m 4 (d) s inb f f i 4 ^2 e ^ , 
.j> = h i i ' = d b ^ vNm s inb m j d s j - l £ n d 3 
im l b mj 
•VN s i n b . 1 . 1=2 and 4 . 
m mj 
f ? l 
The. f o l l o w i n g e q u a t i o n s a r e o b t a i n e d from t h e b o u n d a r y c o n d i t i o n s : 
1. Along x - 1 




f" 4 r 
m^.i-3 
>Am iIm l (1) -S- 16Bmi J m i (1] c o s b m i y 2 (22) 
22 
(b) 3w-|_ ^ w 5 
d x B x ' 
- t nHn L ^ T (b-ld> 
n—1 m=l • 3 
A m K m l ( l ) t 3 m l ( L r Q l ( l ) - % ! ( ! ) ) cosbmiy, 
!23) 
2 . Along x=-- l , 




2 n = I 
m "=10
 D L 
^ i t X S ^ ^ C - D + i e B ^ J ^ C - l ) c o s b m 3 y s 
(24) 
(b) QW3 gW5 
9x a x 
Z ^ n = L ^jM»Vn3d> 
fel m^L-3 D 
^K^C-D+B^a^C-D-^C-i)) c o s b m 3 y < 
(25) 
3„ Along y=-d } 
(a) w2 = Wr 
£3 
n—1 
i-(f) fel-3 D 
Nm416Am2lm2(-d)+16Bm 2Jni2(-d) cosbT a2x, 
(26) 
(b) dw 2 ^ w 5 
3 y z>y 
7 nH„s / 
ri^l m=l • 3 
8 q l 4 / - ( b m 2 a ) A m 2 K m 2 ( -d ) i .B r a 2 (L f f i 2 ( -d )~K I I l 2 ( -d ) ) c o s b m 2 x , 
(27) 
4„ Along y = d, 
(a ) w4=Wc : 
H 
n 
l - ( 5 ) 2 n 
CD 
Z - ' D 
i m=l • 3 
«.4 SJ_. 
D 
N m +16A m 4 I m 4 (d ) + . 16B m 4 J m 4 (d ) c o s b m 4 x ; 
(28) 
(b) 3W4 3w5 
3 y ay 
OP CO_ / 
iStt io^L-3 
^ • ^ • ( d ^ W W d > -*m4<d> > cosbffi4x, 
(29) 
Equations (22) t o ( 2 9 ) , t o g e t h e r wi th y, y, , ^ 2 , . . . , y . , give 8m 
equa t ion . Therefore , the 8m n unknowns (K- , ,H 0 , , . .H , A - . , A - . , . . . A . , 
1 & n IJ Zj mj 
and B-ji, B»,,...,B ., j=l,2,3 and 4) can be obtained from the system 
of equations (21) . 
Since Wr and w. (j-1,2,3, and 4) are convergent series, a 
finite, number of E^, A . and B . (j-1,2,3, and 4) are sufficient to 
determine the equations of deflection for regions ls 2, 3, 4, and 5. 
Thus, a finite number of points along the common boundaries will be 
taken and the boundary conditions will be satisfied exactly at these 
points. Obviously the inclusion of more points will yield greater 
accuracy in the results. Once the coefficients (H^, A ^ and B .; 
j=l,2,3,4) of the equations of deflection for regions (1,2,3,4 and 5) 
are found, the deflections of the cruciform plate are determined. 





Two numerical examples are presented in this Chapter. 
The first example considers the matching of one point on the 
common boundary and the second example considers that of three points 
on the common boundary. For simplicity a symmetrical cruciform plate 
(Fig, 4) under uniform loading is considered. 
From equation (15) in Chapter XI s the equation of deflection 
for the middle region (region 5) is 
bn W5 SZ- Hn 
nsal 
$ 2 * - $ (30) 
and equation of deflection for region 1 (see equation (4) in Chapter 
II) is 
ex? 
WJL=S ^_~ ^ 
m-1 '3 
K i lbA . 1 „(x)+16B ..J , ( x ) m ml ml ml ml cosb mly° 
Due to symmetry the deflections of corresponding points of 
regions 15233 and 4 are the $@t&e, therefore, it is sufficient to 
consider region as a typical ore for region 223,, and 4, 
If the general expression for the deflections of regions 
1S2S3 and 4, is denoted as
 T-:s then 
D fel-3 I 
N + 16A I (x)+16B J (x)i 









K i Xr -X 
y 
X 









a.m=.mTT , b f f i« 2 1 , 
N » ra 
J. y I 4 8 1 2 
30 6 4 W "SW 
rrm 
s i r i2 s mar l , 3 , 
I J J J C X ) — coshb mx»coth m s i n b m x , 
-gL,m. 
J.ffi(x) = b m x s i n h b m x + s l n h 2 m s i n h b m x - b m x c o t h m c o s h b m x , (31a) 
K^x) — coth mcoshbmx-sinhbIQxs 
Lm(x) =. bmxcoshbmxf g i p h2 mc-oshbmx-bmxcoth3msi'nhbmx. 
The partial derivatives of the total energy of the cruciform plate 
with respect to H. (i—1,2,...,n„), as obtained from the system of 
equations (21), become 
CO SSL 
D Z H n \ r 2 H ^ 2 ^ 1 L, ( ^ i m V f i m V h i m > -
n=l m-1 • 3 
(32) 
where, from equation (21a) „ the coefficie.its are given as bel< 
g i n r = ( 2 n ) ( 2 i ) ( y )
2 
2(n i ) - 3 +V 
'i~ 21.-+1 » 
6 ^ = 81(11^) ( 1 ^ ) 1 ^ ( 1 ) 3 1 1 ^ 1 IQ" 
• 2 i £ i : s - ( A - l b ^ C l ) ) <28inb m l - i X im) -8 i ( lb m ) (1-v) J m ( l ) s inbm lH-2e 
xfm-




The boundary conditions along x = l are 
T5 
w1 = wc and 3
W1 "dw5 . 
"Sx Qx 
Thus, from equation (22), the equation resulting from matching 
deflections along the common boundary of regions 1 and 5 becomes 
I Hn [l-CfJ 
n=l L l. 
2n_ sit 
D m^l-3 
%+16AmI i a<lMl6BmJm(l) cosbmy. (33) 
From equation (23), the equation resulting from matching slopes along 
the common boundary of regions 1 and 5 becomes 
CO 
n=l •D m-1-3 
(bmlX) y^CD+yvu-yi)) cosbmy. (34) 
Therefore, the equations of deflection for region 1 (equation (31)), 
and for region 5 (equation (30)) follow from the solutions of the 
linear algebraic equations (32),(33) and (34). 
In the following examples, equations (32),(33) and (34) are 
applied, and the coefficients in equations (31a) and (32a) are 
determined. Poisson's ratio is taken to be 0.3. 
Example 1 
Matching of one point at x—1 and y~0 on the common boundary 
of region 1 and of region 5 with n̂ J.,2. : 
When taking n=l,2„, there are two unknowns (H^,H0) obtained 
from the equation of deflection for region 5. As equation (30) 
indicates., 
i r 
4 ,^41 w-H1 l2-<2)"
2-<^)2[*.H2 2-(|)'+-(|)T (35) 
From equation (32), since 1=3.,2,, there are two linear algebraic 
equations. By taking one point at x*! and y»0, on the common boundary 
28 
there are only two linear algebraic equations obtained (see equation 
(33) and (34)). Thus, only two more unknowns can be determined in 
this example. If m*l is chosen, two unknowns results, namely A^and Bj. 
The equation of deflection for region 1 from equation (31) 
becomes 
w^-3— N]+16AiIi(x)i-16BiJi(x) cosbiy, (36) 
and from equation (32), the partial derivative of total energy of 
the plate with respect to H^ is 
g l l V % 2 H 2 = ^ ( c l + e l l V f l l V h l l } ' 
and the partial derivative of total energy w.r.t. H 2 is 
4 
g21Hl+§22H2 = ̂ ( c2 + e21 Al + f21 Bl- h2l)-
At Xxrl, y-0 (since m—l) equation ̂ 33), matching deflections of 
region 1 and deflections of region 5, becomes 
(37) 
(38) 
H,+ Hn«.2lZ lTi'2 D L 
N]i-16A1I1(1)+16B1J1(1) (39) 
and equation (34), matching slopes of region 1 and region 5, becomes 
-(H1+2H2)=ifli-(lb1) A1K1(1)+B1(L1(1)-K1(1)) (40) 
Equations (35) and (36) are the equations of deflection for the 
cruciform, plate; equations (37),(38),(39) and (40) are the governing 
linear algebraic equations from which the unknowns (EL ,H ,A and B ) 
can be determined. 
The coefficients of equations (39), (40) are given by equations 
(31a) and (32a) and are listed below: 
Nx= 0.21, Kx(l)= 0.2171, 
I.,(l) = 0.1997, 3^(1)- 0.3772. (40a) 
J x(l)^ -0.2825, 
29 
^ 5 . 2 - L , g 1 2 , 1 0 . ^ g ^ O . 4 ^ , % 2 = 3 3 . 6 i . 
C1==L 0.667, c2= 0.8. 
X11 = 0.377, X 1 2« 0.162. 
e1]L^7.023, e12=14.046. 
f11== 46.927, f 2= 77.432. 
h11=r 0.187, h12rr 0.374. 
Substitution of equation (40a) into (35) and (36) results in 
4 
H2- -£L- (1.2838^0.0417), 
and H1==. sl_ (1.351AJL+11.59B2+0.175) 
Substitution of equation (40b) into (39) and (40) gives 
H-^H^^L. 0.21+16(0.2A1-0,283B1) , 
and -(H1+2H2)=^i-412.56(0.217A1-0.16B1J . 
Thus, A^,B^,EL and H0, as determined from equations (41),(42),(43) 
and (44), are 
A1=. -0.02596, B =^0.00189, 
1^= 0.162 , H2^-0.044 . 






and region 5, respectively, are 










At points shown in Fig. 5, the deflections are calculated as shown in 
the following table. 
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r x 0 0 0.2358 2 1/2 0 0.1981 1 
3 1 0 0.1179 
4 1/2 1/2 0.1603 
1 5 1 1/2 0,0802 
6 31/2 0 0.1028 ] 
1 7 31/2 1/2 0.0624 1 
Example 2 
Matching of deflections and slopes of region 1 and region 5 
at three points ((1,0),(1,1/2) and (1,1/4)) on the caramon 
boundary with n-1, 2,.., 6.: 









From equation (32), for nrrl,2,, . ,6. , the partial derivatives of 
the total energy of the plate with respect to the H^'s are 
D 
<o oo 
L §inHn= 2Clql5. 81
2 £ W m V £ i m V
h i m > • ^>2> • • >6' <32') 
n=l n5a*3 
Since i varies from 1 to 6, six linear algebraic equations are 
obtained. 
Along the common boundary (x=l) of region 1 and region 5S take 
y=yj? j-1,2,3. (yjxO, y2=l/2, y =1/4). Equation (33), matching 
deflections of region 1 and region 5, becomes 
IH 
n=l 
•(£> 2n_. <g£ 
m=l-3 
Ki+is^ i m ( i ) t i6B m j m ( i ) cosbnyj. (33 » ' 
and equation (34), matching slopes of region 1 and region 5, becomes 
r - ^ - ^ ( 
7X 6X 4 
£— 9. - *— t—^—a—^— x—» 
* « — x 
«s< 
\*/ 
Figure 5. Locations of the Data Points. 
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<30 
I, att*. M l m=l-3 Affil̂ C ! ) + % ( % ( D-LaiCl) CO sbmyj (34') 
Six linear algebraic equations are obtained from equations (33') 
and (34'). By letting m»l,3,5., six more unknowns (Aj and B., 
j=-l,293.) result. Thus, one finally obtains a system of twelve 
equations in twelve unknowns. 
For m=l,3,5., the equation of deflection for region 1 
(see equation (31)) becomes 
D 
m-l • 
^ ^ ^ ( x j - i e v j x ) cosbmy. (48) 
When taking n=l,2,..56., i=l,2,..,6. and m=-l,3,5., the coefficients 
in equations (33,),(34') and (321) are given by equations (31a) 
and (32a): 
From equat i on (31a): 
m* 1 
% * 0,21 
13,(1)= 0.1997: 
m =3 m=r5 





























84.267 110.182 134.246 






(cil ~ [0.667 O.a 
285.6 
0.857 
463.624 625.263 872.914J 
0.889 0.909 0.923], 
33 
For m=rl, i=sl , 21,«, 6 . 9 
(ei3] = [7 .023 14.046 21.069 28.092 35.115 4 2 . 1 3 8 ] , 
[ f j - [46.927 77.432 113.148 121.893 699.387 -28850.615] , 
[hi;Ll = f 0.187 0.374 0.561 0.748 0o934 1.12lJ . 
For m*=3; i = 1,22 . . , 6 . , 
[e i 3]= (-0.95 -1.899 -2.849 -3.798 -4.748 -5.697], 
[f i 3]= ("9.619 -20.492 -31.519 -41.227 -50.647 -60.o) , 
j h ^ - ( 0.000055 0.0001099 0.000165 0.000275 0.0003295] . 
For m^5 ; n— 1,2,. . , 6. , 
M * M = [oj 
[h i 5]= [2.763 2.092 0.827 0.7008 0.6966 -0.839]. 
Therefore, the partial derivatives of the total energy with respect 
to the H^'s, i=l,2,..,6., obtained from equation (32') becomes 
. CO 




The system of equations (49) includes 6 equations. 
Equation (33"), matching deflections of region 1 and region 5 
at x=l, becomes 
(1) y i * 0 
H1tH2tH3+H4+415-HIe=^i-(-3.195A1-0.213A3-0.144A5+4.52B1 
+ 0.678B3t0.651B5)= 0.2279-911 , (50) 
(2) y 2 ^ l / 2 
0.75H1+0.9375H2*-0.984H3H0.9961H4+-0.999H5H).9998H6 
+.SL- (-2.26A1-0.102A^3.1965B1-0.4796B3)= 0.1485^-. , (51) 
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-2.95A1-0.55A »0.15A5i4. 1*0,26B3 
+ 0.4635 = 0.224^ (52) 
Equation (341), matching slopes of region 1 and region 5 at x=l-, 
becomes 
(1) y ;L= 0 
-2.727A-t-0.339Ai-0.334A 
1 3 5 
E1 + 2H„+3H<a+4H,+-5H + 6H,-»^ i Z .3 4 5 6 D 
-2.01B1-1.26B -0.74B ] - 0. 
y 2 - i / 2 
i 4 r 
Hx+ 2H2+3E3-^ 4H4*5H5+6H6+'-£LL- [1 .93A 1 -0 . 24A3-1.42BJ 
- 0 . 8 8 9 6 6 ^ = 0. 
y3 _ 1/4 
EJ+2H2+3H +4H. + 5H f6H+.SLi- [ 2 . 5 2 A r 0 . 1 3 A j 0.24A5-1.863 




The system of equations (49) and equations (50),...,(55), are solved 
on an electronic digital computer* (Burroughs 220) resulting in the 
following values of the unknowns: 
H,= -0.468 3JLS H„* 3.065 &-, H = - 5 . 3 3 5 ^ - , 
1 D 2 D 3 D 
HA—3.916 &-, H c = - 1 . 1 2 9 &^s E,~ 0.0499 - i L , 
4 D 5 D b D 
*See Appendix for the computer program (Page 46). 
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Ax- -0.056 A3= 0.0911 A =1,809 5 
B 1 = -0.0015, B3= 0.121, B =0.418. 
Hence, the equations of deflection for region 1 and region 5 are 
determined: 
_f *• i __ / _. r> 











2- (^ ) 1 0 - . (^ ) i^ - | -0 .0499 
1 1 







N 1 -0„869I 1 (x ) -0 .024J 1 (x ) 
N 3 +1 .4576 I 3 (xHl .936J (x) 
N5+28.944I5 (x)+6. 688J5 (x) 





For the points shown in Fig. 5, the deflections are calculated as 
shown in the following table. 
Table 2. Deflections of the Plate in Example 2 
Poin t s Locat ion of po in t 
x y 
W/ql4 /D 
1 0 0 0.199 
2 1/2 0 0.1934 
3 1 0 0.10 
4 1/2 1/2 0.187 
5 1 1/2 0.0934 
6 31/2 0 0.0912 
7 3 1/2 1/2 0.0727 
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CHAPTER IV 
• EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
An experiment has been performed to determine the deflections 
of a simply supported homogeneous steel plate under uniform loading. 
A symmetric cruciform steel plate, 0.049 inch thick, is 
used for the specimen. The dimensions of the steel plate are 
shown in Fig. 6. 
The steel plate is simply supported by knife-edged steel 
strips which are attached to the inner side of a wooden structure 
(see Fig, 7 and Fig. 8). A uniform load of 0,1937 pounds per square 
inch (see Fig. 9) is placed on the plate. The corners of the steel 
plate are fastened so that they are in contact with the supports 
at all times during the process of loading. The deflections of 
the plate are measured at the indicated points (see Fig. 10) by 
using dial gauges. Table 3 presents the results of these 
measurements. 
Table 3. Measured Deflections of the Steel Plate 
Poin t 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
i n inch 0.209 0,199 0.123 0.18 0,11 0.10 0.0702 
w/w0* 1 0.952 0.588 0.861 0.526 0.479 0.336 
*V is the deflection at point 1. 
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iK-'-re >'••. The Di.mer SLOY.'.S of the Steel Plate 
: • : : 
Figure 7. Experimental Set Up 
39 
Figure 8. Steel Plate Simply Supported by the 
Wooden Structure. 
40 
Figure 9. Uniform Loading on the Steel Plate 
41 
Figure 10o Points on the Plate Measured by 





* * * 
4 \ # 2 fc-
5X ^ 3 * 
IK ¥ 6 
K— 7"—^- r —*—-V—*— r — a 
X 
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The comparison of theoretical and experimental results is 
based on the following data: 
Total Area of the Steel Plate A = 588 in. 
q = 0.1937 lb/in2 
h = 0.049 in. 
V=0.3 
E=30xl06 psi. 





Thus, from Table 1 and Table 2, the deflections at the points 
shown in Fig. 10 are obtained: 
Points 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
/ * 
w/w0 
Ex.1 1 0.84 0.50 0.68 0.340 0.436 0.265 
Ex.2 1 0.972 0.503 0.94 0.469 0.458 0.365 
The comparison between the theoretical and experimental results 
is shown in Table 4 and Fig. 11. 
Table 4, Comparison of Theoretical and Experimental Results 
Point 1 2 3 I 4 
i — _ _ 
5 6 7 
w/w0 
Ex.1 1 0.84 0.50 0.68 0.34 0.436 0.265 
Ex.2 1 0.972 0.503 0.94 0.469 0.458 0.365 
Test 1 0,952 0.588 0.861 0.526 0.479 0.336 




Ex.1 _ _ 
Ex.2 —-
Tes t . . . 
'i.gure 11. Comparison of Normalised Deflection 
Curve of the Theoretical -and Experimental Results 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The theoretical and experimental results shown in Table 4 
and Fig. 11 indicate tatisfactory agreement. The maximum deviation 
in deflections is approximately 14 per cent. 
The discrepancies may be explained by consideration of the 
following factors: 
1. Only a few points were used to match conditions along the 
common boundaries, since the number of unknowns increased 
at the rate of four times the number of points used, 
and the resultant system of equations becomes cumbersome 
for present considerations. 
2. The supporting device in the experiment does not 
simulate exactly the condition of a simply supported edge. 
3. The loading technique does not result in a truly uniform 
load. 
The investigation discussed in this study considers only simply 
supported cruciform plates under uniform load. However, the general 
method and derivations presented in this study can be extended 
to other types of supporting conditions as well as other loading 
conditions. 
The author wishes to make the following recommendations for 
further investigations: 
45 
(1). Application of the technique presented in this thesis 
to non-uniformly loaded cruciform plates with various 
supporting conditions. 
(2), Application to plates which consist of various combinations 
of rectangular regions other than the cruciform shape. 
(3) Additional experimental investigations including 
measurements of strains as well as of displacements. 
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APPENDIX 
200 BAC-220 STANDARD VERSION lfl/62 
0200 COMMENT SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS 
0200 INTEGER M*N,1»J#EQM 
0200 ARRAY (A{12»13>» X(12»1H 
0200 PROCEDURE JORDAN (N»M*A(»)$DET»X(*)) 
0200 BEGIN 
0200 COMMENT THIS PROCEDURE SOLVES A SET OF M LINEAR SYSTEMS OF N 
0200 EQUATIONS AND N UNKNOWNS AItN*N ) .X(N»M) = A2fN»M> WITH COMMON 
0200 Al APPLYING JORDANS METHOD WITH SEARCHING FOR PIVOTS* AT THE 
0200 TIME THE ABS VALUE OF THE DETERMINANT IS COMPUTETD A »<Al/A2) 
0200 INTEGER'N»M»fC»LtJfrY»Z 
DET « 1 
FOR K = tl*l*N) 
D » 0 
L * K 
FOR J * «K*1#N) 
IF A8S(A(J,K)) GTR D 








G247 D = A B S « A i L » K t i 
0 2 5 7 IF L NEG K 
0 2 6 1 BEGIN FOR J = CtC»l»N+Mi 
0275 BEGIN D = AiL»J) 
0285 A(L»J) • A(K,J) 
0301 A{K»J> - D 
0311 DET ^ DET . ACK^K, 
0321 EITHER IF ABS(DET) 6TR l**-8 
0328 BEGIN FOR Y « <K+1»1*N) 
0338 BEGIN D « A(Y»K)/A(K»K) 
0357 FOR 2 * (K+l,ltN+M) 
0372 A{Y*I) • AfY!*Z> - A{K*ZU D 
0400 OTHERWISE I GO TO ILLCOND 
0403 DET = ABSfDET) 
04C5 FOR K » tl»l»M» 
0416 FOR J = fN,~ltl* 
0428 BEGIN D • AfJrfC+N) 




M M END 
$ GJ 16 
$ GJ 17 
$ GJ 13 
$ GJ 19 
$ GJ 20 
$ 64 21 
$ GJ 22 
S GJ 23 
$ <&; 24 
% GJ 25 
$ GJ 26 
$ GJ 27 
$ GJ 28 
$ GJ 29 
S GJ 30 
$ GJ 31 
$ GJ 32 



















D - D - A< J # L U X ( L » K > 
X ( J * K ! * D / A ( J » J ) 
RETURN 
ILLCOND.*WRITE (,$SILL) 
STOP $ RETURN 
END 
S GJ 24 
i GJ 35 
$ GJ 36 
$ GJ 37 
$ GJ 38 
FORMAT ILL(W0» 'MATRIX IS TOO BADLY ILL-CONDITIONED FOR THIS PROCEDURE GJ 39 
TO XNVERT«*»WQ> GJ 4Q 
END JORDANi ) $ GJ 41 
EON « 1 * 
N « 12 * 
M * 1 S 
INPUT DATAJFOR I « (ltl»121 * 
(FOR J = <1»1#13) * 
AII(J))) $ 
PSSl.. READf$$ DATA) S 
WRITE ($$ R»R*> $ 
WRlTt ($f S*oS) * 
EON « EON + 1 i 
-is 
VO 
0612 IF EON EQL 3 $ EON = EQN + 
0620 JORDAN (N»M>A('* )$DET»Xf i ) 
0643 WRITE ($$ T>TT) 
0651 IF EQN LSS 2 S GO TO PSS1 
0657 STOP 
0658 OUTPUT (R<EON J * 
0665 SCFOR I * U*J*12) 
0678 SFOR J » fl*l»13) 
0690 A|I^!))» 
0704 T(FOR I * (1»1»12> S 11 t*M •'! 




0 728 (F14,89B2»F14.8$B2,Fl4i8»W0» 
0728 { F 1 4 . 8 » B 2 v F 1 4 . 8 9 B 2 9F14*8»W0*I 
0 7 2 8 TTJW4* 
0728 ( B 2 5 » * G * > I 3 » * » * » F 1 4 . 8 t W 0 > ) 




COMPILED PRQX5RAR ENDS AT Q771-







• 4520*0*0 * 01 





• 9'96G9390? 00 
.99999900y 00 




































•400 00000* 01 
•19283396* 01 
-•1*2166*0* 01 







• 10000000' > 01 
»10000000' > 01 
*14400000i > 00 
•$7824000) i 00 
ft997*00601 > 0© 
*9990^340i i 00 
•00000000' i 00 
•OOOOQQOOi i 00 
•93760Q9Gi » 00 
• 9999847 01 • 00 
-•29524370< • 01 
* 4 1 7 6 5 6 V 6 i \ 01 
•22 37435 01 • 00 
a 30000000i i 01 
•60000000 4 > 01 
*33912000i i 00 
-»I2581352i . 01 
*2QoOQQGQ< • 01 
•§GOQQOG0i » 01 
ft 000000901 i 00 
•00000000i • m 
•190000901 • 01 
ft*00090001 • 01 
•25195771 » Ql 
-•185 75**8« • 01 
•OOOOOOOOi i 00 
*1*600009< • 02 
«912OO09O< > 02 
I I ! I I 
00 O O i— U» -I * 
U> O W U O ^J 
so o n̂ o a* > 
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